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In order to continue to use our website, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Has anyone ever said anything to you that rubbed you the wrong way? Meanwhile, they wonder why you took such a crime on what they accidentally said. Well, words matter.
And the words we choose in our daily speech and writing are a reflection of our thoughts. Connotation is the idea or feeling that the word evokes. If something has a positive connotation, it will cause warm feelings. Meanwhile, something with negative connotations will make someone feel less pleasant.
Calling someone verbose when you want to say they are a great interlocutor can't convey it. Your tone may mean that they say too much or that they are lovely to be around. In the positive and negative connotations examples below, you can take a look at both sides of the coin. Words can shorten or they
can empower you. Imagine the tone in the delivery in the sentences below. Some of them will be disconnected as rude or snobbish. Others seem to be well spoken and gentle. The connotation of certain words will affect not only how you feel about what you say, but also how you treat a person using
words. These pairs of positive and negative sentences will show you how words that are actually synonymous with each other can come across as warm, neutral or very cold. Mature vs. Older Positive: My new neighbor is a mature woman. Negative: My new neighbor is an elderly woman. Mature carries
the connotation of a decent, while older people just sound old. Economic vs. CheapPositive: Before he makes any purchases, Billy likes to do his research; it's very economical. Negative: Before he makes any purchases, Billy likes to do his research; It's so cheap. When we think of someone economical,
we tend to think of them as logical and wise. Meanwhile, cheap is a pejorative term for someone stingy. Take a look at Connotative Words: Examples and Exercises. There we will look at why connotation is so important, and demonstrate positive, neutral and negative connotations of words. Challenge vs.
DifficultPositive: Yesterday's training was a challenge. Negative: Yesterday's training was very difficult. For something to be a problem, it's not necessarily a bad thing you can actually enjoy. But, the difficulty is usually unpleasant. The Interviewer vs. ChattyPositive: Yay! It's Lydia. She's a fabulous
interlocutor. Negative: Oh! It's Lydia. She's so chatty. To call someone a great conversationalist is a compliment. If someone is chatty, that tends to be annoying. Pretty against HotPositive: David's new girlfriend is so beautiful. Negative: David's new girlfriend is so hot. Every woman wants to feel beautiful.
of them like to be called hot as well. However, this label may carry a more sexist hue. Decisive vs. StubbornPositive: The more you work with him, the more you will find that he is a very determined man. Negative: The more you work with it, the more find that he is a very stubborn man. There's not much
wrong with being determined; that means you'll probably get things done. To be labeled stubborn, however, is less attractive. Ready to see some of the literary greats use connotation to their advantage? Check out Connotation in Literature Examples and see how one word can change the meaning of a
sentence. Unique vs. WeirdPositive: Is This What You're Reading? Your interests are undoubtedly unique. Negative: Is this what you're reading? Your interests are strange, of course. The uniqueness is a bit like beauty; there's nothing wrong with being special. Strangely, however, carries a very negative
hue. Reserved against TimidPositive: It will open eventually; it's just a little reserved around new people. Negative: It will open eventually; she's just a little timid around new people. Being restrained means you're a bit of an observer; it's hardly a dig at anyone. However, being labeled timid means that
others probably think you're too shy. Laid Back vs LazyPositive: He too laid back to dust off the ceiling of the fan. Negative: He's too lazy to clean the dust off the fan ceiling. Who doesn't love a calm, zen soul? Calling someone lazy, however, means that you don't keep them in high regard; You don't like
their lack of motivation. Energetic vs HyperactivePositive: This child is more than a little energetic. Negative: This child is more than a little hyperactive. Most children are energetic; that can be a lot of fun to be around. All that with the set-top box hyer, however, hints just a little too much. Driven vs.
PushyPositive: Our new boss is incredibly driven. Negative: Our new boss is incredibly pushy. Kind of defined, an initiative a person inspires. But, the moment someone goes into pushy is a recipe for disaster. Curious vs. NosyPositive: She's a very curious child. Negative: She is a very nosy child. The
curious mind is a beautiful thing; training never stops. But, for someone to call a baby nosy, they are clearly not happy. Simple vs. DumbPositive: Let's just say she's a little easier than others her age. Negative: Let's just say it's mute. To be simple or simple-minded probably means that you are very cute,
but not the smartest person in the room. Being labeled as flat out dumb is not only harmful but intentionally offensive. Excited against AnxiousPositive: I'm very happy to meet him. Negative: I'm very worried about meeting him. Who doesn't like to be excited? It means something great is coming. Worrying
isn't necessarily a bad thing either. It just means a little nervous energy; it's not quite as appealing as pure excitement and joy. Assertive vs. aggressivePositive: You can always count on it to be Negative: You can always count on it to be aggressive. Like a determined soul, an assertive person is going to
take the initiative into his own hands and do something. An aggressive person, however, is someone people run away from. Reducing vs. SlashedPositive: Her Load Load Rate Reduced. Negative: Her load rate has been reduced. Having something reduced can be a good thing; no one knows. However,
once something has been cut, it means that it happened suddenly and abruptly. Self-confident against EgotisticalPositive: At work and at home, she is very confident. Negative: At work and at home, she's very selfish. Determined... Assertive... Confident. Each of these labels has a positive connotation;
they point to a go-getter. However, once someone slips from confident to selfish, they are no longer the inspiration to be around. Intelligent vs. NerdPositive: Wow! I didn't know he was so smart. Negative: Wow! I didn't know he was such a nerd. Carrying a sign of intelligence is a high compliment. Today,
for the most part, a nerd can be the term weasels. But, there are still the laves of negativity to the word, as if the person is not cool. Generous vs. Extravagant Positive: Your gift to the foundation was too generous. Negative: Your gift to the foundation was too extravagant. To praise someone's generosity
to offer high praise. If, however, you call their act of kindness extravagant, you tell them that they have gone too far (and it is hardly free). Fun vs InterestingPositive: Welp, last night was fun. Negative: Welp, last night was... Interesting. Everyone wants to know that they offered someone a good, fun time.
If, however, someone hesitates a bit and uses the word interesting rather than fun, you should probably worry that something is amiss for them. In your speech and writing, make a conscious decision to annotate your exact meaning. Each word has a final definition. This is what is known as an abstract.
There's no room for interpretation. Meanwhile, other words have added connotations or innuendo. So it's worth thinking about before you talk. For more information on the choice of words and the importance of saying what we mean, check what is the difference between connotations and annotations. It's
a great study of words in general and the power of language. See similar artypotive and negative connotations: An example of a sentence When you look at a word in a dictionary, you find it literal, or annotative, meaning. This is the basic definition of the word. However, many words - especially nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs - also have an emotional side. Although not part of the official dictionary definition, the emotions and associations associated with the word are known as its connotative meaning. Depending on how the word has been used over time, it may have a positive, negative or
neutral connotation. To fully understand the word and use it correctly, you need to know both its co-ness (standard definition) and its connotation (feelings associated with it). If you are not fully aware of the connotation of the word, you may choose an inappropriate synonym in writing which can lead to
confusion or even to your reader offended. For example, consider the words group, click and club. All three have the same denoting value: a set of more than one person. However, each of these words has a different connotative meaning. The group has a neutral connotation because it simply describes
the number of people. It doesn't inspire positive or negative feelings. A clique also means a group of people, but it carries a negative connotation. This is because a click is usually used in circumstances where a group is known to except others. This word should be used carefully: If you want to be
considered a hospitable group, the negative connotation of the word will turn people off! In addition, the club also belongs to a group of people, but this word has a more positive connotation, because the club is a set of people who voluntarily come together for a common passion or purpose. As you can
see, it is important to understand the connotation as well as the annotation of the word before using it. Otherwise, you run the risk of choosing a word from thesaurus that is out of place and won't help get the full idea across. To see more examples of how words with similar annotations can have positive,
neutral or negative connotations, Refer to the chart below:Positive ConnotationThe non-state connotation interesting-talkulnosyploplexlyoplytrithritrithytritsationististestestesteststations
CrammedcourageousconfidentconceiteduniquedifferentpeculiarmeticulouselectivelypicvintageolddecrepitelatedhappymanicNow that you are more familiar with connotative words, See how well you do with these fun exercises: Connotation Exercise 1Below are groups of similar words used to describe
people. What is the connotation of each word? (Scroll down for answers.) Children's, young, children's, YoungDisabled, Crippled, Handicapped, RetardedRelaxed, Laid-Back, Lackadaisical, EasygoingSlim, Skinny, Slender, ThinCheap, Modest, Stingy, EconomicalAdolescent, Immature, Juvenile,
InnocentInquisitive, Interested, Curious, PryingConfident, Safe, Proud, Selfish Love, Can You Identify The Beautiful (Scroll down for answers.) Bedford is a sandy area but rents are low. On my flight to L.A., I was sitting next to this beauty. She was amazing. Every morning my neighbor takes his mongrel
to the park. He always barks loudly as he leaves the building. You have to be pushy when you are looking for a job. Bob is sometimes bullheaded, but he always gets the job done. Use Context to get a sense of WordIt takes practice to understand both connotation and co-notation of a new word, but it's
well worth the effort to do so. The best way to learn the connotation of a word is to read it in a sentence or two to get an idea of how it is used. You can also compare how synonyms are used to understand which ones are positive, or neutral to help you choose the best word for your further examples of
how connotation can be used for good effect in your writing read Connotation in Literature Examples.Answers for Exercise 1:Children has a negative connotation implying an adult behaves immaturely. The young implies lively and energetic, while the nursery implies a sense of wonder, so both are
positive. Young neutral. The crippled, disabled and the retarded have negative connotations and are now considered offensive. This is an example of how connotations can change over time. Because the disabled person is neutral, this is an acceptable choice. Relaxed is neutral, while lackadaisical is
usually negative and implies laziness. Laid-back and easygoing are positive personality traits. Skinny implies that someone is too thin and therefore has a negative connotation. Thin is the most neutral, while thin and thin are more positive and considered free. Cheap, humble and stingy all have a negative
connotation of being stingy. The economy has a neutral positive connotation. Immature is the most negative, while the minor is somewhat negative for neutral. The teenager is neutral. Innocent is positive, implying something untouched. Inquisitive and curious neutral, while the interested puts a positive
spin on it. Prying has a negative connotation. Self-confident and proud are positive, while Safe is a neutral description of this trait. Selfish is a negative view of self-confidence as something that borders on self-centeredness. While knockout can be seen as a compliment, it can also have a negative, sexist
connotation. Lovely, beautiful and stunning have more reliably positive connotations. Conversational has a neutral connotation; talkative can fall between neutral and negative, while jabbering has negative connotations causing irritation. Chatty has a positive, friendly tone. Responding to Exercise
2:GrittyBabeMuttPushyBullheadedConnotative Words: Examples and Exercise Exercises positive connotation words list. most positive connotation words. which of the following words has a positive connotation. words are highly positive in their connotation. which of the following vocabulary words has a
positive connotation. which three words from the list have a positive connotation. which of the following words has a positive connotation in the text
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